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Executive Summary
A strong and growing body of evidence suggests that using natural gas to power buildings poses significant health, safety, and economic risks. These risks are avoidable and can be prevented by moving building fuel sources to electricity. Shifting toward renewable energy will reduce air pollutants, improve health, and save lives, while at the same time saving money for consumers and the state of Minnesota.

Natural Gas
- A flammable fossil fuel occurring naturally underground.
- Primarily composed of methane, a greenhouse gas 84 times more powerful than carbon dioxide.
- Is imported to Minnesota; none is produced locally.
- Used for industrial processes, electric power generation, and to power residential and commercial buildings.

Use in Buildings
- Powers residential and commercial furnaces, water heaters, clothes dryers, and cooking appliances.

Safety Risks
- Accounts for the majority of buildings’ greenhouse gas emissions, which are responsible for climate change.
- Exposes consumers to pollutants linked to serious health risks, including:
  - Decreased lung function
  - Asthma attacks
  - Nervous system damage
  - Heart attacks and strokes
  - Cancer
  - Death
- Can lead to life-threatening carbon monoxide leaks.
- Relies on pipeline infrastructure with explosion risk.

Reliability Concerns
- Service can be interrupted by pipeline accidents and loss in pressure in the system.

Economic Risks
- Decreased costs and improved performance of renewable energy sources mean new resources directed toward natural gas infrastructure will be wasted investments and result in increased consumer costs later.
- Natural gas is projected to lose its economic advantage relative to clean energy within 15 years.

Since 2005, natural gas pipeline incidents in Minnesota have led to:
- 77 incident reports
- 15 injuries
- 3 deaths
- $59M in property damage

Every year in Minnesota, carbon monoxide poisoning from fossil fuels causes:
- 287 emergency room visits
- 29 hospitalizations
- 12 deaths

Projected increase in natural gas per unit delivered fuel cost in the Midwest as a result of declining costs of renewable energy sources
Overview
Natural gas is a flammable gas that is used as a fossil fuel. It consists largely of methane and other hydrocarbons and occurs naturally underground, often in association with petroleum. In the United States, natural gas is used for industrial processes, electric power generation, and in residential and commercial buildings to power heating, cooking, and other appliances.

Americans tend to think of natural gas as a relatively clean and inexpensive fuel source for heating and powering buildings. While it’s true that natural gas is currently cheap to produce, it’s far from clean and accounts for the majority of greenhouse gas emissions from buildings. It also poses significant health and safety risks. What’s more, recent trends suggest its economic advantage relative to clean energy technology, such as wind and solar, will disappear over the next 15 years.¹³

Decisions about whether to continue to invest in natural gas infrastructure should take into account how the consumption of gas in our buildings impacts the health, safety, and pocketbooks of Minnesotans.

To inform these decisions, this report summarizes available information on the effects of using natural gas to power buildings, as well as residential and commercial appliances. This report draws upon health, safety, reliability, and economic data available for the United States and for Minnesota in particular.

How is Natural Gas Used in Buildings?
Natural gas is used to power residential and commercial appliances, including furnaces, water heaters, clothes dryers, and cooking appliances. Between 1950 and 1970, households began to transition from coal as a heat source to natural gas. Today, even though natural gas remains the primary fuel source, its use has been declining while demand for electricity has been increasing.⁴

---

**Percentage of US households by primary heating fuel**

1940-2017

![Graph showing percentage of US households by primary heating fuel from 1940 to 2017.](image)

*Source: Census Bureau 2018*
In residential buildings in the Midwest, natural gas is the most common fuel source used for residential space and water heating, but electricity is the most common fuel source for clothes dryers and cooking.

**Fuels used and end uses in Midwest homes**

### 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Heating</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Water Heating</th>
<th>Clothes Drying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.7% Natural Gas</td>
<td>3.4% Electric</td>
<td>3.8% Electric</td>
<td>1.4% Electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.5% Electric</td>
<td>62.1% Electric</td>
<td>28.8% Electric</td>
<td>69.9% Electric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2015 Residential Energy Consumption Survey

In Minnesota, natural gas is relied on heavily for space and water heating in both commercial and residential buildings.\(^7\)

**Minnesota natural gas consumption by building type and end use**

Source: Minnesota Energy Efficiency Potential Study - 2020-2029, MNCEE
Is Natural Gas Safe?
Gas appliances and fuel-burning heating devices can generate a variety of air pollutants, including nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), sulfur dioxide (SO₂), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO₂), volatile organic compounds (VOC), and particulate matter (PM₁₀, PM₂.₅).

Health Impacts
Apart from carbon monoxide, there are no official indoor air quality standards for these pollutants in the United States, and studies have shown that indoor concentrations for some of them routinely exceed established ambient air quality standards. In 2015, Canada recognized the considerable health risks of nitrogen dioxide exposure from sources like cooking and heating and in turn established a residential indoor air quality standard for it. One recent study estimated that 62% of residents using natural gas stoves are regularly exposed to nitrogen dioxide levels that exceed these standards.

Air quality standards for these pollutants exist because exposure to them has been linked to serious health risks, including cancer, decreased lung function, worsening asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and heart disease symptoms, nervous system damage, delayed neurodevelopment in children, and premature death. While a variety of sources (including outdoor air pollution, building materials, and cigarette smoking) can increase indoor accumulations of these pollutants, gas heating and cooking devices are the primary sources of indoor accumulations of both nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide.

The adverse health impacts of indoor nitrogen dioxide accumulations are also well established. Numerous studies have shown that nitrogen dioxide from gas heating and cooking can increase airway responses to irritants and allergens; exacerbate symptoms associated with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, and heart disease; and may adversely affect the mental development of children.

How do gas appliances in our buildings affect our air and health?

Gas stove burners release combustion pollutants directly into buildings when lit.

Gas furnaces and water heaters vent combustion pollutants through chimney or wall ducts into the outside air, where they contribute to ambient air pollution. Faulty equipment and poor ventilation can cause pollutants to accumulate indoors.

NO₂ (Nitrogen dioxide): Decreases lung function, particularly in children and individuals with chronic respiratory diseases. Causes asthma attacks. Worsens heart disease symptoms.

CO (Carbon monoxide): Causes flu-like symptoms at low concentrations. At high concentrations can cause heart attacks and death.

CO₂ (Carbon dioxide): A greenhouse gas that causes climate change and health effects associated with air pollution, high pollen counts, temperature extremes, fires, and floods.

VOC (Volatile organic compounds): Can cause flu-like symptoms, decrease lung function, and damage the nervous system. Some VOC cause cancer.

PM₂.₅ (Fine particulate matter): Decreases lung function, worsens asthma, and can cause heart attacks and strokes.

SO₂ (Sulfur dioxide): Worsens asthma and heart disease symptoms and increases chance of respiratory infections.

PAH (Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons): Causes bronchitis, worsens heart disease and asthma symptoms, may affect fetal development, and can cause lung cancer.
Other studies have shown that carbon monoxide poisoning resulting from improperly installed, ventilated, operated, or maintained gas appliances and heating devices can lead to health complications ranging from temporary flu-like symptoms to cardiac morbidity and death. Every year, roughly 21,000 people visit an emergency room, 2,300 are hospitalized, and 438 die of unintentional, non-fire related carbon monoxide poisoning in the United States. Carbon monoxide poisoning incidents result in over $1.3 billion in acute medical expenses and lost earnings annually.25

**Age-adjusted carbon monoxide poisoning emergency room admission rates per 10,000 population, by county, 2015-2017**

![Map showing carbon monoxide poisoning rates by county in Minnesota 2015-2017]

In Minnesota between the years 2012 and 2017, carbon monoxide poisoning led to 1,725 emergency room visits, 175 hospitalizations, and 74 deaths. Carbon monoxide poisoning in Minnesota is more common in men and the elderly, and occurs more frequently in the winter months when fuel-burning heaters are heavily used. Although emergency room admissions related to carbon monoxide poisoning are generally rare (an average of 5.5 per 10,000 in the state of Minnesota as a whole between 2015-2017) some counties, including Clearwater, Swift, Kanabec, and Ottertail, had rates more than three times greater than the statewide average during this time period.

The elevated rates of carbon monoxide poisoning in these counties could result from piped natural gas or delivered propane use. The relative contribution of each type of fuel to the observed rates is unknown. Data from the U.S. Census Bureau suggests that the percentage of households in these counties relying on natural gas for heating fuel ranged from 49 in Clearwater County to 70 in Kanabec County between 2014-2018.

Some demographics are more vulnerable to the adverse health effects resulting from natural gas-generated air pollutants in buildings than others. Children and the elderly are more at risk, in part because they spend a greater fraction of their time indoors. Children are particularly vulnerable because their organs and nervous systems are still developing. Rural, low-income, and minority residents are more vulnerable to the adverse health effects of using natural gas in buildings because they are more likely to use unvented gas cooking and heating appliances and to use gas stoves as a supplemental heat source. One study of public housing residents found that more than half either had a gas stove without mechanical exhaust or reported using a gas stove to heat their apartment.

Individuals with chronic respiratory and heart disease are more vulnerable to the adverse effects resulting from using natural gas-fueled appliances in buildings because natural gas combustion pollutants can worsen symptoms associated with heart disease, asthma, and other respiratory diseases. In Minnesota, gas cooking was reported as an asthma trigger by 35% of children and 43% of adults participating in the 2015 Minnesota asthma callback survey, making it the third and the fourth most commonly reported trigger for children and adults with asthma in the state, respectively.
Replacing gas stoves with electric or induction ranges\(^{30}\) and/or achieving proper ventilation\(^{31-32}\) can reduce concentrations of pollutants generated by natural gas-combusting appliances and thus reduce the health risk. However, surveys suggest that at most only one-third of households with gas cooking appliances routinely use their exhaust fan or range hoods while cooking, and only 35% have exhaust fans that properly vent to the outside.\(^{33-34}\) Given the low compliance with proper ventilation in United States households, even when equipment is available, the best option for reducing adverse health effects associated with gas cooking and heating may be to replace gas appliances with electric.

**Risk of Explosions**

In addition to contributing to the health risks associated with indoor air pollution described above, gas appliances depend on a pipeline infrastructure that poses safety risks, including injury, death, and hardship resulting from leaks, explosions, and interrupted service. Every year in the United States, there are about 240 natural gas pipeline incidents. Roughly half of these incidents involve gas transmission pipelines that primarily transport gas from gathering systems to refining, processing, or storage facilities, and the other half involve distribution pipelines that deliver fuel to consumers.\(^{35}\) Since 2005 in the United States, natural gas pipeline incidents resulted in 860 injuries, 195 deaths, and more than $4.2 billion in property damage.\(^{35}\)

In Minnesota, we experience an average of five incidents each year along the 35,075 miles of natural gas pipeline in the state.\(^{35-36}\) Since 2005, there have been 77 natural gas pipeline incidents (29 involving transmission and 48 involving distribution lines) in Minnesota—a total that is slightly higher than the national average of 71 per state over this same time period.\(^{35}\)

The 77 natural gas incidents occurring in Minnesota since 2005 have led to three deaths, 15 injuries, and more than $59 million in property damage.\(^{35}\) Not included in these damage estimates are the public costs associated with health expenses, loss of shelter and wages, and long-term disability resulting from physical and psychological trauma,\(^{37}\) which are not reported to the federal government, but are likely to be substantial.

One recent Minnesota incident illustrates just how devastating pipeline accidents can be. On the morning of August 2, 2017, Minnehaha Academy, a private high school in Minneapolis, experienced a natural gas explosion that occurred when contractors were moving gas piping on the campus. The explosion killed two school employees and injured nine others (including the school soccer coach, who lost a leg in the explosion), resulted in an estimated $30 million in property damages and led to significant additional costs associated with five lawsuits filed by staff and family members of those killed and injured in the incident.

Last year, Minnesota experienced four pipeline explosions: one in Pequot Lakes that hospitalized a restaurant owner with severe burns,\(^{38}\) one in Paynesville that leveled a home,\(^{39}\) and two in Saint Paul (one on Payne Avenue that leveled a home and killed the occupant,\(^{40}\) and another that destroyed a house and badly burned an elderly resident).\(^{41}\) In addition to the above pipeline-related deaths, two Dakota County residents were killed in a suspected propane-related explosion in the past year.\(^{42}\) These statistics suggest that, although pipeline incidents and delivered fuel explosions occur relatively infrequently, they can be extremely dangerous and costly when they do.
Is Natural Gas Reliable?

Because Minnesota has no natural gas production plants or wells, the natural gas we use is provided by production plants in other states and Canada, which is transported to and within the state by pipeline. Consumer access to natural gas for heating and cooking can be interrupted by pipeline incidents, such as those described above, or by a loss in pressure in the pipeline system, caused by inadequate supply for higher than anticipated demand levels during heat waves and cold snaps.

In the past year, Minnesota experienced several interruptions in natural gas service that affected thousands of residents and businesses during extreme cold. For example, in November 2019 the entire town of Paynesville (about 1,400 households) lost gas service after a construction crew hit a gas main line. In the same month, a loss of pressure occurred in Shakopee during a cold snap, causing about 600 CenterPoint Energy customers to lose service for 24 hours. To divert fuel to schools and residences during this low pressure event, farms with grain dryers had their service turned off, which resulted in costly harvest delays. Between January 28 and February 1, 2019, when temperatures fell as low as -56 degrees Fahrenheit during the polar vortex, about 180 Xcel Energy customers lost service in Princeton, Hugo, and surrounding areas due to a loss of pressure in the system. Xcel tried to prevent the low pressure from spreading by asking customers to turn down their thermostats to 63 degrees during the cold snap, but only about two-thirds complied. To prevent service loss resulting from low pressure in the future, Minnesota utilities have refined their demand modeling and invested in better infrastructure. However, customers will likely still need to curtail natural gas usage to prevent low pressure from spreading in future extreme weather events and can expect fines to be imposed for any failure to comply with curtailment requests.

Should Minnesota Continue to Invest in Natural Gas Infrastructure?

As with its three previous rate cases, CenterPoint Energy proposed an increased annual capital investment of $200 million in the 2019 rate case filing with the Public Utilities Commission. However, recent economic trends call into question the rationale for continued, significant investment in natural gas infrastructure systems.

“Economics increasingly suggest clean-energy is the least-cost option for new grid capacity.”

Wind, solar, and storage power generation sources are already more economic than new gas power plants to build, and are expected to be cheaper than existing gas plants to operate by 2030. These trends mean that any new resources directed toward gas pipeline upgrades and expansions now could emerge as wasted investments that will translate to increased consumers costs later. Indeed, one recent study found that continued declines in its demand could lead to natural gas per unit of delivered fuel cost increases of up to 30 percent in the Midwest, and as high as 140 percent in the Southeast.

In contrast, electricity prices are much more stable than gas prices and have remained virtually unchanged for the past 50 years. Further, recent studies suggest that shifting to electricity to power buildings could lead to consumer savings in the long run. For instance, a recent study conducted in California estimated that most residents’ energy bills would decrease with electrification for space and water heating.

Summary

A strong and growing body of evidence suggests that using fossil fuels to power buildings poses non-trivial public health and safety risks. These risks are avoidable and can be prevented by shifting building fuel sources to electricity. In addition to saving lives and improving health, shifting toward renewable sources of energy to power our buildings is likely to save money over the long run for utility customers and the state as a whole, and to reduce air pollutants responsible for global climate change.
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